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Across the diversity of India, critical care access, though grossly 
insufficient and uneven, has been increasing. A 1-day point 
prevalence survey of the case mix and the practice patterns was 
first conducted in the INDICAP study across 120 adult ICUs from 
2010 to 2011.1 Ten years on, the investigators have repeated the 
exercise across a larger number of ICUs. In this issue of IJCCM, 
the findings of a 4-day point prevalence study, the INDICAPS 
II, reflecting contemporary Indian critical care practice, are 
published.2 The data were collected during 2018–2019 from 
132  ICUs and 4,669  patients. INDICAPS I and INDICAPS II are 
not strictly comparable—in the time interval, ICU practice has 
changed  considerably; the participating ICUs were different; 
the criteria for adequacy of an ICU had changed, and INDICAPS 
II had fewer ICUs classified as adequately equipped (47 vs 67.5%). 
Most ICUs included in this study were not NABH/JCI Accredited. 
The vast majority of ICUs was from the private sector (95.6%).

A point prevalence study attempts to present the observational 
data on a single moment in time in order to explore the real-life 
scenario. Such a design may have inherent biases—how selected, 
whether enrolment was voluntary or otherwise, seasonal variation 
in the case mix, and whether the data were independently 
monitored or not. INDICAPS II was based on unverified data 
provided by participant units voluntarily enrolled. Despite these 
reservations, the study provides interesting information across 
the subcontinent on multiple aspects of day-to-day critical care.

INDICAPS II had a staggered point prevalence design, i.e., data 
were collected on four different days of four different months to 
control for seasonal variation of disease prevalence. 

The study had similar age of the population as compared 
to the much larger international point prevalence study on ICU 
infections3 (60.7 vs 56.7 years) and similar prevalence of infection 
and sepsis (51  vs 54.9%) in the overall study population. In 
INDICAPS II, the new definition of sepsis of SOFA score >2 was 
incorporated. The average APACHE II and SOFA scores reflect 
a moderate severity of illness. Nearly a quarter of the patients 
were mechanically ventilated and a fifth were on vasopressors 
and inotropes. The overall Mean ICU and hospital days were 6 
and 12. The nonsurvivors had a significantly more prolonged stay 
of 9 days reflecting potentially higher cost of medical treatment  
in this group. There were fewer self-paying patients in  
INDICAPS II compared to INDICAPS I (64.5 vs 80.5%). The out-
of-pocket expenses on in-patient decedents were found to 
be unbearable for the majority of families in the large National 
Sample Survey.4 The costs of ICU care were not explored further 
in this study.
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The primary outcome measure was the 30-day ICU mortality of 
1,092 out of 4,669 patients (25.3%). Almost a third of this included 
terminal discharges (TDs) classified as deaths, which were more 
than that in INDICAPS I (7.6 vs 4.5%). Such discharges are generally 
mediated through the so-called left against medical advice/
discharged against medical advice (LAMA/DAMA) designation. As 
mentioned elsewhere,5 this is an ethically unjustifiable practice 
that represents unplanned treatment limitations without a formal 
shift to palliative care. In this study, the TDs have been rightly 
classified as mortality so as not to undercount the deaths, but as the 
authors admit, this could have somewhat overestimated the rate.

The study does not mention the rate of compliance with 
formal end-of-life care (EoLC) practices as outlined in the ISCCM-
IAPC guideline 2014.6 TDs remain high as in INDICAPS I, and formal 
withdrawal/withholding of life support (WD/WH) was either not 
done or was concealed. This is contrary to the current practices 
in the world, where decisions to limit treatment are made in 90% 
of ICU deaths.7 The authors mention the physicians’ perceived 
legal obstacles in the wake of the Aruna Shanbaug judgment8 
that required a court procedure for WD/WH decisions in India. 
Physician confidence could improve with the March 2018 Supreme 
Court Judgment, the Common Cause vs Union of India9 that 
established unequivocally, the constitutionality of treatment 
refusal, Advance Medical Directive (AMD), and WD/WH. However, 
the procedures for both AMD execution and implementation of 
WD/WH remain complicated for which vigorous advocacy is on 
for improving its applicability.10

A surprising finding in the survey is that closed ICUs were 
associated with a higher standardized mortality ratio. This 
counterintuitive finding deserves a closer scrutiny. The criterion 
of a closed ICU defined in this study is somewhat simplistic. The 
authority to write the final treatment orders alone may not reflect 
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the total ownership of the patient’s care by a single-person-
led critical care team. Open ICUs with mandatory intensivist 
consultation (“hybrid”) are clubbed together with truly open ICUs 
where the management plan is by individual consultants admitting 
a case. An overwhelming majority of ICUs is thus hybrid or open. 
Evidently, several important variables impacting outcome may be 
hidden; the truly closed ICUs may be far fewer than estimated in this 
study, and thus, no reliable conclusions can be drawn. In the world, 
the closed vs open controversy still rages. While Pronovost et al.11 
and the meta-analysis by Wilcox et al.12 demonstrated superiority 
of the closed model, Levy et al.13 concluded the opposite. In the 
latter survey, the ventilator management was by trained respiratory 
therapists and critical care medicine-trained resident and nursing 
staff were available round-the-clock. In North America, the UK, 
Western Europe, and Oceania, the majority of ICUs are closed 
units.14 It is pertinent to mention that in Australia and New Zealand 
where the most complete model of closed ICU exists (training 
and certification, complete handover to the critical care team), 
the mortality figures are more favorable than elsewhere.14 There 
are several important goals such as team culture and cohesion, 
effective communication, family satisfaction, and fostering of an 
ethical environment that are better accomplished in a closed unit. 
These aspects are, of course, less easily measurable. The strengths 
of the open and hybrid models are possibly a greater collaboration 
between the ICU staff and noncritical care physicians and a 
continuity of care before and after ICU stay. In India, this advantage 
can be offset by the  inevitability of too many decision-makers 
coming in the way of each other.

As expected, the majority of ICUs have a nurse: patient ratio 
<1:2. Contrary to the EPIC II study, the ratio of <1:2 vs >1:2 did not 
impact outcome. Possibly, there are hidden confounders such as 
the quality of training of the nursing staff and the availability of 
critical care residents/consultants on-site.

At 35%, ICU mortality in the subset of sepsis remains high. The 
microbial pattern of infections shows a predominance of gram-
negative bacteria (75%) and only 13.6% of gram-positive bacteria and 
fungi 9.7%, unlike the EPIC II data showing much higher proportions 
of the latter two.7 By common practice experience and by EPIC II 
data, we also know of increasing Acinetobacter baumannii infections 
in low- and middle-income countries. The prevalence separately 
of Acinetobacter spp., extended-spectrum beta-lactamase (ESBL)-
producing and carbapenemase- and metalloproteinase-producing 
bacteria is not mentioned in this study. Surprisingly, the collective 
proportion of mycobacteria, dengue, H1N1 influenza, scrub typhus, 
HIV, malaria, and leptospirosis is small (5.3%). Notably, 16.5% received 
more than three antimicrobials. Among the quality assessments, we 
do not find antibiotic stewardship policies and implementation or 
the rate of compliance with NABH guidelines on EoLC. A reasonably 
good compliance of mechanical ventilation guidelines exists. The 
compliance for pain and sedation assessment is moderate but low 
for delirium. Overall, the latter reflects a low awareness for and 
integration of palliative care principles in Indian ICUs. Inappropriate 
triggers for transfusion were significant at (7.7–25.3%) that call for 
stricter quality control.

The estimated number of private and public ICU beds in India 
is 94,961, out of which 35,699 are public and 59,262 private.15 The 
INDICAPS II findings that have thus included data from only 5% of 
ICU beds with a minuscule contribution from public hospitals may 
not be generalizable to the entire critical care landscape of India. 
Attention to surgical patients is also inadequate as 95.5% of the 
study population were medical admissions. Further, rural India 

that comprises 72% of the population has access only to 28% of 
the hospital beds. In this study, only 68 (1.5%) of ICU admissions 
were of poisonings and snakebites were merely 4 in number, clearly 
pointing to missing rural data. These uncertainties should lead to 
further refinements in design and more inclusivity in participation 
for a replication of this laudable effort in the future.
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